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STAR-INVERTIBILITY AND t-FINITE CHARACTER
IN INTEGRAL DOMAINS
CARMELO ANTONIO FINOCCHIARO, GIAMPAOLO PICOZZA,
AND FRANCESCA TARTARONE
Abstract. Let A be an integral domain. We study new condi-
tions on families of integral ideals of A in order to get that A is
of t-finite character (i.e., each nonzero element of A is contained
in finitely many t-maximal ideals). We also investigate problems
connected with the local invertibility of ideals.
Introduction
In their series of papers about flatness of ideals ([7, 8]), S. Glaz and
W. Vasconcelos address the problem of when flat ideals are invertible.
Among other results, they conjecture that ([7, §3]):
(C1) “In an H-domain (i.e. a domain in which t-maximal ideals are
divisorial), faithfully flat ideals are projective”.
Since, for ideals in a domain, projective is equivalent to invertible
and, by a result of D.D. Anderson and D.F. Anderson [2], faithfully flat
is equivalent to locally principal, the condition “faithfully flat ideals are
projective” can be restated as “locally principal ideals are invertible”.
This last condition appears again in a paper by S. Bazzoni [4], who
conjectures that:
(C2) “Pru¨fer domains with this property have the finite character on
maximal ideals”.
In [13], the conjectures (C1) and (C2) are put in relation and it is
shown that they are incompatible. Moreover, an example in which
(C1) fails is exhibited. In the same time, several proofs of Bazzoni’s
conjecture appeared: W.C. Holland, J. Martinez, W. Wm. Mc Govern
and M. Tesemma provided a proof of the original conjecture ([10]),
relying strongly on methods of the theory of lattice ordered groups
(their proof has been recently translated in a ring theoretic language
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in [12]); F. Halter-Koch gave a proof in the more general context of r-
Pru¨fer monoids [9]; M. Zafrullah [15] also studied Bazzoni’s conjecture
for PvMD’s but developing different techniques from F. Halter Koch’s
paper.
In this paper, we further generalize these results. As pointed out
in [13], the finite character on maximal ideal is not necessary to have
that locally principal ideals are invertible. In fact, Noetherian domains
have obviously this property, but they have not necessarily the finite
character. However, Noetherian domains have the t-finite character,
which turns out to be a sufficient condition to obtain the invertibility
of locally principal ideals (on the other hand, Example 2.3 shows that
t-finite character is not necessary, answering a question posed in [13]).
So, as in F. Halter-Koch and M. Zafrullah’s papers ([15, 9]), we focus
on t-versions of Bazzoni’s conjecture. We study the following three
different conditions, which are all equivalent to the condition “each
locally principle ideal is invertible” in the case of Pru¨fer domains:
1) t-locally t-finite ideals are t-finite;
2) t-locally principal ideals are t-invertible;
3) t-locally t-invertible t-ideals are t-invertible;
All conditions 1)-3) hold when the domain has the t-finite character.
Conversely we prove that condition 1) implies the t-finite character
with the fairly mild hypothesis of the t-local v-coherence of the domain
(Theorem 1.11).
Finally, with similar techniques, we show that condition 2) implies
the t-finite character in domains which are locally GCD (Proposition
2.6) and that condition 3) implies the t-finite character in domains
which are locally PvMD (Proposition 2.8).
Briefly, we recall some terminology and definitions that we will freely
use in the paper.
Let A be an integral domain with quotient field K. Recall that a
star operation on A is a map ⋆ from the set F (A) of nonzero fractional
ideals of A in itself, I 7→ I⋆, verifying the following properties for all
I, J ∈ F (A), 0 6= x ∈ K:
(a) A⋆ = A, (xI)⋆ = xI⋆;
(b) I ⊆ J ⇒ I⋆ ⊆ J⋆;
(c) (I⋆)⋆ = I⋆.
A star operation ⋆ on A is said finite type star operation if for all
I ∈ F (A),
I⋆ =
⋃
{J⋆ : J ⊆ I, J is finitely generated}.
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An ideal I ∈ F (A) such that I⋆ = I is called a ⋆−ideal. As usual,
I−1 := (A : I) = {x ∈ K; xI ⊆ A}, and I is ⋆−invertible if (II−1)⋆ =
A. An ideal I is ⋆−finite if there exists a finitely generated ideal J such
that J⋆ = I⋆. If ⋆ is of finite type, J can always be taken inside I. A
⋆−invertible ideal is ⋆−finite.
If ⋆ is a finite type star operation, the set of ⋆−ideals has (proper)
maximal elements, which are prime ideals and are called ⋆−maximal
ideals (this set is denoted by ⋆ −Max(A)). Moreover, every integral
⋆−ideal is contained in a ⋆−maximal ideal. We say that A has the
⋆−finite character if each ⋆−ideal (equivalently, each element) of A is
contained in finitely many ⋆−maximal ideals.
We will call an integral ideal of A simply ideal. We will also denote
by I⋆(A) (resp. I⋆
fin
(A)) the collection of all ⋆−ideals (resp. ⋆−finite
⋆−ideals) of A.
The identity is a finite type star operation and it is usually denoted
by d. Other classical examples of star operations are:
• the v-operation, defined by I 7→ Iv = (A : (A : I)) = (I−1)−1;
• the t-operation, defined by
I 7→ I t =
⋃
{Jv : J ⊆ I, J is finitely generated}.
The t-operation is of finite type and it is maximal in a way that
if ⋆ is another finite type star operation on A, then I⋆ ⊆ I t for
each I ∈ F (A).
1. Comaximal families of ideals
If F is a nonempty collection of subsets of a set, we denote by
⋂
F
the intersection of all the members of F . Moreover, if F is a finite
collection of ideals of a ring, we denote by
∏
F the product of all
members of F .
If (X,≤) is a partially ordered set, we shall denote by Max≤(X) the
set of all the maximal elements of X . With these notation, if ⋆ is of
finite type, then we have that ⋆−Max(A) = Max⊆(I
⋆(A) \ {A})).
If E is a subset of A, V (E) denotes the set of all the prime ideals of
A containing E.
Definition 1.1. Let A be an integral domain and ⋆ a star operation
on A.
(i) We say that an ideal a of A satisfies the property (⋆-c.a.) (⋆-
closure under addition) if, for each pair a1, a2 of proper ⋆−finite
⋆−ideals of A containing a, then (a1+a2)
⋆ is still a proper ideal
of A.
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(ii) If F is a collection of ideals of A and a ∈ A \ {0}, we say
that F is a a ⋆-comaximal collection over a if a ∈
⋂
F and
(a1 + a2)
⋆ = A, for every a1, a2 ∈ F , with a1 6= a2.
Lemma 1.2. Let A be an integral domain and ⋆ be a finite type star
operation on A. Assume that a is a proper ⋆−finite ⋆−ideal satisfying
the property (⋆-c.a.). Then
ma := {x ∈ A : ((x) + a)
⋆ ( A}
is the only ⋆−maximal ideal containing a.
Proof. It is clear that ma is the union of the set of the ⋆−maximal ideals
containing a. So, let x, y ∈ ma. Since a satisfies the ⋆-c.a. property,
(((x) + a) + ((y) + a))⋆ is a proper ⋆−ideal, so it is contained in a
⋆−maximal ideal m ∈ V (a). Thus, x, y ∈ m and so x − y ∈ m ⊆ ma.
That ax ∈ ma, for all a ∈ A, x ∈ ma is straightforward. So ma is an
ideal of A. Moreover, if b = (b1, b2, . . . , bn) is a finitely generated ideal
contained in ma, we have that for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, bi is contained
in a ⋆−maximal ideal mi ∈ V (a). So ((bi) + a)
⋆ ( A. Since a satisfies
the property ⋆-c.a., it follows that (b+ a)⋆ ( A. Thus, b ⊆ m for some
m ∈ V (a). So we have that b⋆ ⊆ m⋆ = m ⊆ ma, and so ma is a ⋆−ideal
(since ⋆ is of finite type).
So, it follows that ma is a ⋆−ideal containing all the ⋆−maximal
ideals that contain a, that is ma is a ⋆−maximal ideal and it is the only
one that contains a. 
Let A be an integral domain and a be a nonzero element of A. We
denote by (Σ′)⋆a the collection of all the ⋆-comaximal families over a
of proper ⋆−finite ⋆−ideals of A. We call Σ⋆a the collection of all the
⋆-comaximal families over a of proper ⋆−finite ⋆−ideals of A satisfying
the property (⋆-c.a.).
Obviously, we have the containment Σ⋆a ⊆ (Σ
′)⋆a.
Proposition 1.3. Let A be an integral domain, ⋆ a finite type star
operation on A and a ∈ A\{0}. Assume that there exists a finite
collection of ideals F ∈ Σ⋆a∩Max⊆((Σ
′)⋆a). Then V (a)∩⋆−Max(A) =
{ma : a ∈ F} (ma as in Lemma 1.2), and, in particular, it is finite.
Proof. Let F := {a1, . . ., an}. By Lemma 1.2, the inclusion V (a) ∩
⋆ − Max(A) ⊇ {ma1 , . . .,man} is immediate. Conversely, assume, by
contradiction, that there exists a ⋆−maximal ideal m containing a such
that m 6= ma1 , . . .,man. In particular, we have m * mai , for each
i ∈ {1, . . ., n}, and thus, by the Prime Avoidance Lemma, we can pick
an element x ∈ m such that ((x)+ai)
⋆ = A, for each i = 1, . . ., n. Now,
set a := (x, a)⋆. It is clear that a is a proper ⋆−finite ⋆−ideal of A (since
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a ⊆ m). For every i = 1, . . ., n, we have A = ((x) + ai)
⋆ ⊆ (a + ai)
⋆,
and hence F̂ := F ∪ {a} is a ⋆-comaximal collection over a of proper
⋆−finite ⋆−ideals of A. Moreover a 6= ai, for each i = 1, . . ., n, since
x ∈ a \ mai and ai ⊆ mai . Thus we have F ( F̂ , a contradiction, by
virtue of the maximality of F in (Σ′)⋆a. 
The following remark allows us to get some sufficient condition about
the existence of a collection of ideals as stated in Proposition 1.3.
Proposition 1.4. Let A be an integral domain, ⋆ a star operation on
A and a ∈ A\{0}. Assume that, for every ideal a ∈ I⋆
fin
(A) containing
a, there exists an ideal b ∈ I⋆
fin
(A) with the property (⋆-c.a.) containing
a. Then, the following statements hold.
(i) The family Σ⋆a, partially ordered by the inclusion ⊆, has maximal
elements.
(ii) Every maximal element of Σ⋆a is a maximal element of (Σ
′)⋆a (par-
tially ordered by the same inclusion ⊆).
(iii) There exists a maximal element of ((Σ′)⋆a,⊆) which is an element
of Σ⋆a.
Proof. (i) By assumption, there exists a proper ⋆−finite ⋆−ideal b with
the property (⋆-c.a.) containing a . Then {b} ∈ Σ⋆a. Now, let {Gλ :
λ ∈ Λ} ⊆ Σ⋆a be a chain and set G :=
⋃
λ∈Λ Gλ. Clearly, every ideal in
G has the property (⋆-c.a.). Now, let a1, a2 ∈ G . Then, pick elements
λ1, λ2 ∈ Λ such that ai ∈ Gλi (i = 1, 2). We can assume, without
loss of generality, that Gλ1 ⊆ Gλ2 . Then, since Gλ2 is a ⋆-comaximal
collection over a, we have (a1+ a2)
⋆ = A. Hence G ∈ Σ⋆a and thus it is
an upper bound of the chain {Gλ : λ ∈ Λ}. Now, statement (i) follows
immediately by Zorn’s Lemma.
(ii) Let G be a maximal element of Σ⋆a. Assume, by contradiction,
that there exists a collection H ∈ (Σ′)⋆a such that G ( H , and let
a ∈ H \ G . Since G ∪ {a} /∈ Σ⋆a is clearly a ⋆-comaximal collection
over a of proper ⋆−finite ⋆−ideals, it follows that the ideal a has not
the property (⋆-c.a.). By assumption, we can pick an ideal b ∈ I⋆
fin
(A)
containing a such that b satisfies the property (⋆-c.a.). Then b /∈ G ,
otherwise b ∈ H , but b is not ⋆-comaximal with a, and so this would
be a contradiction. Thus, G ( Ĝ := G ∪ {b}. By construction, each
ideal of Ĝ satisfies the property (⋆-c.a.). Moreover, every element of
Ĝ is different by a, and hence, since H is a ⋆-comaximal collection
over a, we have A = (c + a)⋆ ⊆ (c + b)⋆. This shows that Ĝ ∈ Σ⋆a, a
contradiction, by the maximality of G . Thus (ii) is proved. Statements
(iii) follows immediately by (i) and (ii). 
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Proposition 1.5. Let A be an integral domain, ⋆ a star operation
on A and a ∈ A\{0}. Assume that every family G ∈ (Σ′)⋆a is finite.
Then, for each a ∈ I⋆
fin
(A), with a ∈ a, there exists an ideal b ∈ I⋆
fin
(A)
containing a such that b satisfies the condition (⋆-c.a.).
Proof. Assume, by a way of contradiction, that the statement is false.
Then, in particular, a does not satisfy the property (⋆-c.a.). Hence,
there exist proper ideals a1
1
, a1
2
∈ I⋆
fin
(A) containing a such that (a1
1
+
a1
2
)⋆ = A. For each i ≥ 2, by an easy induction argument, we can pick
proper ⋆−finite ⋆−ideals ai1, a
i
2 containing a
i−1
1 such that (a
i
1+a
i
2)
⋆ = A.
Now, fix i ≥ 2 and j < i. Keeping in mind that
a
j
2 ⊇ a
j−1
1 ⊇ a
i
1
,
it follows immediately that (ai
2
+aj
2
)⋆ = A. This proves that F := {ai
2
:
i ≥ 1} is a ⋆-comaximal collection of ⋆−finite ⋆−ideals. Moreover, F
is infinite, since each element of F is a proper ⋆−ideal. This gets a
contradiction. 
Proposition 1.6. Let A be an integral domain and ⋆ a finite type star
operation on A. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) A has the ⋆−finite character.
(ii) For each nonzero element a ∈ A, every family G ∈ (Σ′)⋆a is finite.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) Fix a nonzero element a ∈ A and let F be an element
of (Σ′)⋆a. For every a ∈ F , we can pick a ⋆−maximal ⋆−ideal m(a)
containing a (and a, in particular). Since F is a ⋆-comaximal collec-
tion, for distinct ideals a, b ∈ F , we have that m(a) 6= m(b). Thus the
cardinality of F is less than or equal to that of ⋆ −Max(A) ∩ V (a).
Then (ii) follows by assumption.
(ii) ⇒ (i) Fix a nonzero element a ∈ A. By assumption and Propo-
sition 1.5, we can apply Proposition 1.4 (iii), and thus there exists a
collection of ideals F ∈ Max⊆((Σ
′)⋆a)∩Σ
⋆
a. Then the conclusion follows
immediately by Proposition 1.3. 
Let A be an integral domain and A a family of overrings of A such
that A =
⋂
A. For each B ∈ A, let ⋆B be a star operation on B.
Recall by [1, Theorem 2], that
I 7→ I∧B∈A⋆B :=
⋂
B∈A
(IB)⋆B
is a star operation on A. Moreover, if each ⋆B is of finite type and the
intersection
⋂
A is locally finite (i.e., each element d ∈
⋂
A is a unit
in all except a finite number of domains in A), then ∧
B∈A
⋆B is of finite
type.
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Proposition 1.7. Let A be an integral domain and ∆ ⊆ Spec(A).
Assume that A =
⋂
p∈∆Ap is a locally finite intersection. For each
p ∈ ∆, let ⋆p be a finite type star operation on Ap and set ⋆ := ∧p∈∆⋆p.
If a is an ideal of A such that aAp is ⋆p-finite for each p, then a is
⋆−finite.
Proof. As usual, take an x ∈ a. Let p1, p2, . . . , pn the only primes in
∆ containing x. So, if p 6= p1, . . . , pn, aAp = xAp = Ap. Since the
⋆p’s are of finite type, for each i = 1, . . . , n, we can find a finitely
generated ideal ai of A, included in a, such that (aAp)
⋆p = (aiAp)
⋆p.
Let b = (x) + a1+ . . .+ an. Obviously b is a finitely generated integral
ideal of A contained in a.
If p 6= p1 . . . pn, bAp ⊇ xAp = Ap and so (bAp)
⋆p = (Ap)
⋆p = (aAp)
⋆p.
Moreover, for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, (aApi)
⋆pi = (aiApi)
⋆pi ⊆ (bApi)
⋆pi ⊆
(aApi)
⋆pi .
So, for each p ∈ ∆, (aAp)
⋆p = (bAp)
⋆p. It follows that a⋆ = b⋆ and a
is ⋆−finite. 
We will denote by tp the t-operation of Ap. Recall that B.G. Kang
proved in [11, Lemma 3.4(3)] that, for each ideal a, (aAp)
tp = (atAp)
tp.
Proposition 1.8. Let A be an integral domain, ∆ ⊆ Spec(A) such
that A =
⋂
p∈∆Ap is a locally finite intersection. Then t = ∧p∈∆tp.
Proof. Since the intersection A =
⋂
p∈∆Ap is locally finite and tp is of
finite type for each p ∈ ∆, by [1, Theorem 2] it follows that ⋆ := ∧p∈∆tp
is a finite type star operation on A. Thus ⋆ ≤ t. Conversely, for an
ideal a, we have that at ⊆ atAp for each p ∈ ∆, so a
t ⊆
⋂
p a
tAp ⊆⋂
p(a
tAp)
tp =
⋂
p(aAp)
tp = a⋆ (the first equality follows by Kang’s
result). Thus t ≤ ⋆. Hence t = ⋆. 
Theorem 1.9. Let A be an integral domain with the t-finite character.
Then each t-locally t-finite t-ideal is t-finite.
Proof. It follows immediately from Proposition 1.7 and Proposition 1.8,
taking ∆ = t−Max(A). 
The following technical result will be crucial, in the following.
Lemma 1.10. Let A be an integral domain, ⋆ be a finite type star
operation on A, F a collection of ideals of A such that
⋂
F contains
a nonzero element a ∈ A. Set
a :=
{
x ∈ A : x
∏
F
′ ⊆ aA, for some finite subset F ′ ⊆ F
}
.
Then the following conditions hold:
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(a) let F := {x1, . . ., xn} be a nonempty finite subset of a. For each i =
1, . . ., n, let Fxi be a finite subcollection of F such that xi
∏
Fxi ⊆
(a), and let y ∈ (x1, . . ., xn)
⋆, F ′ :=
⋃n
i=1 Fxi. Then y
∏
F ′ ⊆ (a)
and, in particular, we have
(x1, . . ., xn)
⋆ ⊆ a.
(b) a is a ⋆−ideal.
(c) If F is a ⋆-comaximal collection over a of ideals of A, then for
each m ∈ ⋆−Max(A), we have that:
aAm =
{
aAm if m + b, for each b ∈ F
a(A : b0)Am if b0 is the unique ideal in F contained in m
(d) If a is ⋆−finite, then there exists a finite subcollection Ĝ of F such
that
a =
{
x ∈ A : x
∏
Ĝ ⊆ aA
}
.
Proof. Firstly, we note that a is an ideal of A, as it is immediately seen.
(a). As a matter of fact, we have
y
∏
F
′ ⊆
(
(x1, . . ., xn)
⋆
∏
F
′
)⋆
⊆
(∑
{xi
∏
Fxi : i = 1, . . ., n}
)⋆
⊆ (a).
(b). Let x ∈ a⋆. Since ⋆ is a star operation of finite type, then
there exist elements f1, . . ., fn ∈ a such that x ∈ (f1, . . ., fn)
⋆. Then by
statement (a), (f1, . . ., fn)
⋆ ⊆ a. Thus a is a ⋆−ideal.
(c) Let m be a ⋆−maximal ideal of A. Since F is a ⋆-comaximal
collection, Fm := {b ∈ F : b ⊆ m} has cardinality at most one. For
each b ∈ F \Fm, we can pick an element xb ∈ b \ m. If Fm is empty
it is clear that aAm = aAm. In fact, let
x
s
∈ aAm, x ∈ a and s ∈ A \m.
By definition, there exists a finite subcollection F ′ ⊆ F such that
x
∏
F ′ ⊆ aA. Then
∏
b∈F ′ xb ∈ A \m and thus
x
s
=
x
∏
b∈F ′ xb
s
∏
b∈F ′ xb
=
ab
s
∏
b∈F ′ xb
∈ aAm
for some b ∈ A. Now, suppose that there is a unique ideal b0 ∈ Fm. It
is clear that a(A : b0) ⊆ a, and hence a(A : b0)Am ⊆ aAm. Conversely,
let
x
s
∈ aAm x ∈ a, s ∈ A \ m and let F
′ be a finite subcollection
of F such that x
∏
F ′ ⊆ aA. If b0 /∈ F
′, then the same argument
given above shows that
x
s
∈ aAm ⊆ a(A : b0)Am. If b0 ∈ Fm, set
p :=
∏
b∈F ′\{b0}
xb, if F
′ \{b0} 6= ∅, p := 1 otherwise. Then xpb0 ⊆ aA
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and p /∈ m. It follows that xpA ⊆ a(A : b0) keeping in mind that
(A : b0) is a always a fractional ⋆−ideal. Then we have
x
s
=
xp
sp
∈ a(A : b0)Am,
and thus (c) is proved.
(d). Pick elements x1, . . ., xr ∈ a such that a = a
∗ = (x1, . . ., xr)
⋆.
For each i ∈ {1, . . ., r}, let Gi be a finite subcollection of F such that
xi
∏
Gi ⊆ (a). Thus it is enough to choose Ĝ :=
⋃r
i=1 Gi and apply
statement (a) to get the equality a = {x ∈ A : x
∏
Ĝ ⊆ (a)}. 
We recall that a domain A is v-coherent if for any nonzero finitely
generated ideal I of A, I−1 is v-finite that is, I−1 = Jv for some J ∈
f(A) ([5, Proposition 3.6]). Important classes of v-coherent domains
are Noetherian domains, Mori domains, Pru¨fer domains, PvMD’s, finite
conductor domains (i.e., (x)∩(y) is finitely generated for each x, y ∈ A),
coherent domains (i.e., the intersection of two finitely generated ideals
is finitely generated). A domain A is t-locally v-coherent if Am is v-
coherent , for each m ∈ t−Max(A).
Theorem 1.11. Let A be an integral domain which is t-locally v-
coherent. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) A has the t-finite character;
(ii) every family of t-finite, t-comaximal, t-ideals over a nonzero ele-
ment a ∈ A is finite;
(iii) every nonzero t-locally t-finite ideal I (i.e., for any m ∈ t−Max(A),
Im is t-finite with respect to the t-operation of Am) is t-finite.
Proof. The equivalence (i) ⇔ (ii) is given by Proposition 1.6 and it
holds more in general for any domain A and by replacing t with any
finite type star operation.
(iii) ⇒ (ii).
Let F ∈ Σta (where, we recall that Σ
t
a is the set of collections of
t-comaximal, t-finite t-ideals of A containing a) and set
a :=
{
x ∈ A : x
∏
F
′ ⊆ (a), for some finite subset F ′ ⊆ F
}
.
By Lemma 1.10, a is a t−ideal of A and, moreover, for each t−maximal
ideal m of A, we have
aAm =
{
aAm if m + b, for each b ∈ F
a(A : b0)Am if b0 is the unique ideal in F contained in m
Thus, if b0 is the unique ideal of F contained in m, we have that
aAm = a(A : b0)Am = (Am : b0Am), and it is tm-finite since b0Am is tm-
finite (see [11, Lemma 3.4(3)]) and Am is v-coherent. This shows that
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a is a t-locally t-finite, t-ideal and hence it is t-finite by assumption.
Again by Lemma 1.10, it follows that
a =
{
x ∈ A : x
∏
Ĝ ⊆ (a)
}
,
for some finite subcollection Ĝ of F . Now, consider an ideal b1 ∈ F\Ĝ .
By the definition of a, it follows immediately that a(A : b1) ⊆ a, and
thus a(A : b1)
∏
Ĝ ⊆ aA, that is, (A : b1)
∏
Ĝ ⊆ A. Hence we have
that
∏
Ĝ ⊆ (A : (A : b1)) = b
v
1
= b1, keeping in mind that b1 is a
t-finite t-ideal, so it is divisorial. Since F is a t-comaximal collection
of ideals and b1 ∈ F \ Ĝ , we have that
A = At =

∏
b∈Ĝ
(b1 + b)
t


t
=

∏
b∈Ĝ
(b1 + b)


t
=
(∏
Ĝ + c
)t
,
for some ideal c ⊆ b1. Finally, using the fact that
∏
Ĝ ⊆ b1, it follows
that
A ⊆
(∏
Ĝ + c
)t
⊆ bt
1
= b1.
This proves that {A} = F \ Ĝ . Since Ĝ is finite, the statement follows.
(i)⇒ (iii) See Theorem 1.9, and observe that it holds for any domain
(without the t-locally v-coherence hypothesis) . 
Remarks 1.12. (a) A t-locally v-coherent domain is not necessarily a
PvMD. In fact any Noetherian domain is t-locally v-coherent (and
it is not always PvMD). This shows that Theorem 1.11 strictly
generalizes the results obtained for Pru¨fer domains and PvMD’s
([9, Proposition 6.11] and [15, Proposition 5]).
(b) More generally a t-locally v-coherent domain is not necessarily v-
coherent (while a v-coherent domain is locally v-coherent). The ex-
ample of a locally v-coherent domain that is not v-coherent given in
[6, Example 3.3] is easily seen to be also t-locally v-coherent. How-
ever, as a consequence of Proposition 1.9, a t-locally v-coherent
domain with t-finite character is v-coherent (cf. with [6, Propo-
sition 3.1], where it is mentioned that locally v-coherent domains
with finite character are v-coherent). So, the domains of Theorem
1.11 are in fact v-coherent.
(c) Note that by Proposition 1.7 and Proposition 1.8 it follows easily
that if A can be written as a locally finite intersection of v-coherent
localizations, then A is v-coherent. This generalizes both the results
in (b) and [6, Proposition 3.1].
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(d) The main hypothesis of Theorem 1.11 stating that A is t-locally
v-coherent is not always required in order to get the equivalences
(i)-(ii)-(iii). In fact, take A to be a pseudo-valuation domain with
maximal ideal M and such that M is not principal as an ideal of
M−1 = V . This is equivalent to requiring that A is not v-coherent
([6, Remark 3.14]). It is well-known that M is a t-ideal of A, so A
is not a t-locally v-coherent domain, but conditions (i)-(ii)-(iii) are
trivially satisfied.
(e) In general, Theorem 1.11 cannot be extended to any finite type
star operation. For instance, if we take the identity operation d at
the place of t, Theorem 1.11 fails. In fact, a Noetherian domain do
not need to have the finite character on maximal ideals, but each
locally finitely generated ideal is finitely generated.
We have already observed that Noetherian domains may not have
the finite character, but they always have the t-finite character (since,
more generally, Mori domains have the t-finite character [3, Proposition
2.2]). Conversely, the following example shows that there exist domains
with the finite character which do not have the t-finite character.
Example 1.13. We consider the following pullback diagram:
R −−−→ Dy y
V
ϕ
−−−→ k = V/M
where V is a valuation domain with maximal ideal M , residue field k
and D is a 2-dimensional, local Krull domain with quotient field k.
The domain R turns out to be local. By [6, Theorem 2.18] the t-
maximal ideals of R are the inverse images of the t-maximal ideals of
D (which are the height-one primes) and they all contain M . Thus R
does not have the t-finite character. But R has the finite character as
being local.
2. The local character of ⋆−invertibility
The following result has been proved by M. Zafrullah [15, Proposition
4] for the t-operation. We give a different proof of Zafrullah’s result
and generalize it to every star operation of finite type. The proof of
the following Proposition uses an argument similar to the one given in
the proof of Theorem 1.11.
Proposition 2.1. Let A be an integral domain, ⋆ be a star operation
of finite type on A and a ∈ A \ {0}. Assume that every ⋆−locally
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principal ideal of A is ⋆−invertible. Then every ⋆-comaximal collection
over a of ⋆−invertible ⋆−ideals is finite.
Proof. Let F be a ⋆-comaximal collection over a of ⋆−invertible ⋆−ideals.
Now, let
a :=
{
x ∈ A : x
∏
F
′ ⊆ (a), for some finite subset F ′ ⊆ F
}
.
By Lemma 1.10 and the fact that every ideal in F is ⋆−invertible, it
follows that a is a ⋆−locally principal ⋆−ideal, and hence it is ⋆−finite,
since it is ⋆−invertible, by assumption. Thus, by Lemma 1.10(c), there
exists a finite subcollection Ĝ of F such that
a =
{
x ∈ A : x
∏
Ĝ ⊆ (a)
}
.
Now, consider an ideal b1 ∈ F \ Ĝ . By the definition of a, it follows
immediately that a(A : b1) ⊆ a, and thus a(A : b1)
∏
Ĝ ⊆ aA, that is,
(A : b1)
∏
Ĝ ⊆ A. Hence we have∏
Ĝ =
∏
Ĝ ((A : b1)b1)
⋆ ⊆
(∏
Ĝ (A : b1)b1
)⋆
⊆ b⋆
1
= b1,
keeping in mind that b1 is a ⋆−invertibile ⋆−ideal. Since F is a ⋆-
comaximal collection of ideals and b1 ∈ F \ Ĝ , we have
A = A⋆ =

∏
b∈Ĝ
(b1 + b)
⋆


⋆
=

∏
b∈Ĝ
(b1 + b)


⋆
=
(∏
Ĝ + c
)⋆
,
for some ideal c ⊆ b1. Finally, using the fact that
∏
Ĝ ⊆ b1, we have
A ⊆
(∏
Ĝ + c
)⋆
⊆ b⋆
1
= b1.
This proves that {A} = F \ Ĝ . Since Ĝ is finite, the statement follows.

Proposition 2.2. Let A be a domain in which each t-locally principal
t-ideal is t-finite. Then, for any star operation of finite type, each
⋆−locally principal ⋆−ideal is ⋆−finite. In particular, a locally principal
ideal is finitely generated (and so, invertible).
Proof. Let I be a ⋆−ideal of A that is ⋆−locally principal. Then I
is also t-locally principal since a t-ideal is in particular a ⋆−ideal and
each t-maximal ideal is contained in a ⋆−maximal ideal. So I is t-
finite, say I := (a1, · · · , an)
t, for some a1, · · · , an ∈ I. We show that I
is ⋆−invertible, that is (II−1)⋆ = A, and so it is ⋆−finite. To see this, it
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is enough to show that for each ⋆−maximal ideal m of A, (II−1)m = Am.
Now, if IAm = aAm, we have that:
Am ⊇ (II
−1)m = ImI
−1
m = aAm(a
−1
1
A ∩ · · · ∩ a−1n A)m
= aa−11 Am ∩ · · · ∩ aa
−1
n Am ⊇ Am.
This proves the statement. 
Proposition 2.2 does not hold if we replace the t-operation with an-
other finite type star operation ⋆. This is what we show, for instance,
in the next example with ⋆ = d.
Example 2.3. Consider the domain R constructed in Example 1.13.
Since R is local, each locally principal ideal is invertible.
By [6, Theorem 4.13] R is a PvMD, so it is t-locally v-coherent. Since
R does not have the t-finite character, then there exists a nonzero ideal
I that is t-locally principal but not t-finite.
Now we look more closely to the proof of Proposition 2.1 and show
that this result can be slightly improved in the case of the t-operation.
We will call an ideal a t-principal if at is principal.
The fact that the family F is composed of ⋆−invertible ideals is used
twice in the proof. First, to show that aAm = a(A : b0)Am is a principal
ideal. Here, it is clear that it is sufficient to assume that (A : b0) is
principal when localized at the ⋆−maximal ideals. If we assume b0
to be t-finite, it is easily seen that (A : b0)Am = (Am : b0Am). So
(A : b0)Am is principal if and only if (b0Am)
t = (b0Am)
v is principal.
Thus, in this point of the proof, we use only the fact that b0 is t-finite
and b0Am is t-principal.
The other point of the proof where ⋆−invertibility for ideals of F is
used is where from the containment (A : b1)
∏
Ĝ ⊆ A we deduce that∏
Ĝ ⊆ b1. But this is true in our case since b1 is a t-finite t-ideal.
In conclusion, for the t-operation, Proposition 2.1 can be modified
as follows:
Proposition 2.4. Let A be an integral domain and a ∈ A \ {0}.
Assume that every t-locally principal ideal of A is t-invertible. Then
every t-comaximal collection over a of t-finite t-locally t-principal t-
ideals is finite.
We give an application of this result, to obtain a further generaliza-
tion of Bazzoni’s conjecture.
Recall that if (x1, . . . , xn)v = (x) for some x in A, then x is called
the v-gcd of x1, . . . , xn and all pairs of elements of A have a v-gcd if
and only if D is a GCD-domain.
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Proposition 2.5. For a domain A the following conditions hold:
(1) if A is a GCD domain then it is v-coherent.
(2) if A is a t-locally GCD domain, then a nonzero t-finite t-ideal
of A is t-locally t-principal.
Proof. (1) It follows from the fact that a GCD domain is a PvMD,
and PvMD’s are v-coherent
(2) Let a be a t-finite t-ideal and m a t-maximal ideal. Let b be
a finitely generated ideal of D such that bt = a and let x be a
v-GCD of the generators of bAm. We have
(aAm)
tm = (btAm)
tm = (bAm)
tm = (xAm)
tm .
Thus, a is t-locally t-principal.

Proposition 2.6. Let A be a t-locally GCD domain. If every t-locally
principal ideal of D is t-invertible then D has the t-finite character.
Proof. Note that by Proposition 2.5(2), A is t-locally v-coherent. Let a
be an element of A. Take a t-comaximal collection F over a of proper
t-finite t-ideals. By Proposition 2.5, F is in particular a t-comaximal
collection over a of t-finite t-locally t-principal t-ideals. So, it is finite
by Proposition 2.4. Hence D has the t-finite character by Theorem
1.11. 
Proposition 2.6 extends the t-version of Bazzoni’s conjecture ([9,
Proposition 6.11] and [15, Proposition 5]) to t-locally GCD domains.
Note that locally GCD domains are not necessarily PvMD ([14, Ex-
ample 2.6]). Now, if p is a t-maximal ideal of a locally GCD domain
A, there exists a maximal ideal m of A such that p ⊆ m. So Ap is a
localization of the GCD domain Am, and so it is a GCD domain. Thus
a locally GCD domain is also t-locally GCD and so the class of t-locally
GCDs is properly larger than the class of PvMDs.
However, we can prove that a t-locally GCD domain A such that
every t-locally principal ideal of A is t-invertible is a PvMD. More
precisely, we will show that a t-locally GCD domain with the t-finite
character is a PvMD.
First we notice that, slightly modifying the proof of Proposition 2.1,
similarly to as we have done to obtain Proposition 2.4, we have the
following result.
Proposition 2.7. Let A be an integral domain and a ∈ A \ {0}.
Assume that every t-locally t-invertible t-ideal of A is t-invertible. Then
every t-comaximal collection of t-locally t-invertible t-ideals over a is
finite.
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Proposition 2.8. Let A be a t-locally PvMD. The following are equiv-
alent:
(i) Each t-locally t-invertible t-ideal is t-invertible.
(ii) A has the t-finite character.
(iii) A is a PvMD with the t-finite character.
Proof. (iii) ⇒ (ii) It is trivial.
(ii) ⇒ (i) This follows from Theorem 1.9 for any integral domain A.
(i) ⇒ (iii) Let I be a t-finite t-ideal of A. Then I is t-locally finite,
so it is t-locally t-invertible (since A is a t-locally PvMD) and, by
assumption (i), I is t-invertible. This shows that A is a PvMD.
Now, let F be a t-comaximal collection of t-finite t-ideals (over a
nonzero element a ∈ A). Then, by the fact that A is a t-locally PvMD,
F is also a t-comaximal family of t-locally t-invertible t-ideals. By
assumption (i) and by Proposition 2.7, it follows that F is finite. Since
a PvMD is v-coherent, A has the t-finite character by Theorem 1.11.

We easily have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.9. Let A be a t-locally GCD domain. The following are
equivalent:
(i) Each t-locally principal t-ideal is t-invertible.
(ii) A has the t-finite character.
(iii) A is a PvMD with the t-finite character.
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